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Nonlinear surface-wave excitations in the Benard-Marangoni system
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We examine the appearance of surface waves governed by Burgers and Korteweg —de Vries equations
in a shallow viscous heated fluid. We consider waves triggered by a surface-tension variation induced by
both temperature and concentration gradients. We also establish the range of parameters for which the
above-mentioned equations appear.

PACS number(s): 47.20.Bp, 47.35.+ i

I. INTRODUCTION II. BASIC EQUATIONS

It is by now a well-established fact that surface-tension
gradients may drive motion in convective systems. For
instance, the convective instability found in the original
experiments performed by Benard has been shown, both
experimentally [I] and theoretically [2], to be of this kind.
It is usually termed Benard-Marangoni instability. It is
dominant with respect to buoyancy effects (Rayleigh
phenomenon) for fluids of small depth, as can intuitively
be seen from the adimensional parameters relevant to the
stability analysis, i.e., Marangoni and Rayleigh numbers.
The first depends on the square of the undisturbed depth,
while the second depends on the fourth power.

The situations we will be interested in concern fluid
layers of infinite horizontal extent, bounded below by a
plate, and with a free upper surface. Considering just
buoyancy effects, Alfaro and Depassier [3] have shown
that, when the Rayleigh number R =30, a long-wave in-
stability sets in, governed by the Korteweg —de Vries
(KdV) equation. In the same context, we have shown [4]
that the Burgers equation governs the perturbations of
the free surface for RW30. In this way a connection be-
tween integrable equations, such as KdV and Burgers,
and hydrodynamical instabilities has been established.

A natural question to pose is whether surface-tension
gradients may also drive such long-wave instabilities. It
is this question that will be addressed here. We have first
to specify what causes such surface-tension gradients.
Two well-known sources are temperature and concentra-
tion gradients, and both will be taken into account. They
are not completely uncorrelated, since temperature gra-
dients induce concentration gradients, the so-called Soret
effect. This effect will also be considered in our analysis.
Steps in this direction have been taken by other authors
[5—7] for the case of thermal gradients only, indicating
that for Marangoni number Ma= —12, an instability
governed by the KdV equation must appear. This result
can be recovered as a particular case of our solutions.

We will consider a fluid layer bounded below, at z =0,
by a perfectly conducting plate, and above by a free sur-
face located at z =d when at rest. We will be dealing with

a two-dimensional system, the horizontal coordinate be-

ing denoted by x. The horizontal and vertical com-
ponents of the velocity will be denoted respectively by u

and w. The pressure will be denoted by p, the tempera-
ture by 0, and the concentration by C. The density p will

be considered constant, which means that buoyancy will

be neglected.
The fundamental equations governing this system are

Q +M=0,
p(u, +uu„+ wu, ) = —p„+p(u„„+u„),
p(w, +uw, +ww, ) = —p, +p(w„, +w„)—gp,

8, +u8„+w8, =~T(8„„+8„),

(2)

(3)

(4)

p —p, — [w, +u„(q„) —q„(u, +w, )]=—
X

(7)

C, +uC„+wC, =as(C,„+C„)+So(8„„+8„). (5)

In the above equations, subscripts indicate derivation, p
is the viscosity, ~T is the coefficient of thermal diffusivity,

Kg is the coefficient of solutal diffusivity, So is the Soret
coefficient, and gravity has been taken into account
through

g= —gpk .

We must now supplement those equations with appropri-
ate boundary conditions. Let g(x, t) denote the surface
displacement in relation to the quiescent state, so that the
free surface is located at z =d +7)(x, t). Then, at the sur-

face we must have [8]

9t++ Qx
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@[1—(rt„) ](u, +w„)+2@71„(w, —u„) g=e(x at), r=e t

F—~.0.+8,= — N,
T

J—g C+C=—
X X Z

S

=N(T +rt„T,), (8)

(9)

(10)

where a is a yet undetermined constant, and 5 will be ei-
ther 2, if we want to look for dissipative effects, or 3, if
we want to look for dispersive effects. All dependent
variables will then be written as perturbative series in e,
and an order-by-order solution to the system of equations
will be found. This is what will be done in the next sec-
tions.

We have denoted by p, the constant pressure exerted on
the upper surface, by T the surface tension, and by kz
and ks, the thermal and solutal conductivities, respec-
tively. The fluxes normal to the free surface, indicated by
F and J, were assumed to be constant. Finally, N is
defined by N = [1+(rt„) ]' . On the lower plate we will
impose stress-free boundary conditions,

m =u, =0,
and that the temperature and concentration be constant:

8(x, O, t)=8q, C(x, O, t)=Cb .

The surface tension depends on temperature and concen-
tration in the following form:

T = T„[1—y(8 —8„)—P( C —C„)],
where T„,8„,C„are reference values, and y, P are con-
stants.

We now adirnensionalize all quantities by choosing d as
the unit of length, pd as the unit of mass, Fd/kr as the
unit of temperature, Jd lks as the unit of concentration,
and (d/g)'~ as the unit of time. In convection phenome-
na, d /kr is sometimes used as the time scale, but we
prefer not to use it here in order to maintain the symme-
try between thermal and solutal quantities. In this case,
the following adimensional numbers will appear in the
equations: the Galileo number G =p gd /p; the Prandtl
number a =p/par', the Schmidt or solutal Prandtl
number o s =p/p~s', the Marangoni number Ma
=Fd T„y /kryo rp; the solutal Marangoni number
Mn=Jd T,P/ksasp, ; the Bond number 8 =gpd /T„;
and a new number, which we will call the Soret number
So=PS/y~, .

In order to perform perturbation theory, we have to in-
troduce a reference state from which small departures
will be considered. This state will be the static one, given
by u =m =0, and

III. THE DISSIPATIVE CASE

u, =f(g, r), w, = —f((g, r)z, (13)

p0=g0= f (g, ~), 80=a—v G ——fg(g, r), (14)
1 Z' Z

a

C = ~G 1 —MaSo
0 &s

Mn fg(k &» (15)

where f(g, ~) is an arbitrary function. In the next order
we get

2a~G
+ ft+h (g, r),

S

(16)

Z

6a ~G (17)

Once the adimensional variables and stretched coordi-
nates (with 5=2) have been introduced, we proceed fur-
ther by introducing the following expansions:

u =e(u0+eu, +e uz+ ),
w =E (w0+ewi+E w2+ ' ' ' ),
rt=e(rt0+ert, +e re+ ),
8—8, =e (80+e8, +e 8z+ ),
C —C, =e (C0+eC, +e Cz+ ),
p p, =e(p—0+a i+e'~z+

With these expansions, Eqs. (1)—(11) can then be solved
order by order in e. For the sake of brevity, however, we
will not give here the calculations in full detail, since they
are straightforward. Instead, we will only state the solu-
tions for each order in e. The lowest order gives

8, =8„—(z —1),
C, =C„—(z —1),
P, =P, —(z —1),

(12a)

(12b)

(12c)

2
pl 91 ~ ft

Ma Mn
av], —h = f,+ ff +——1 2 1

a ' a & 6aeG

(18)

T, =—+ (z —1)+ (z —1) .1 Ma Mn
8 Gcr Go.,

(12d)

These relations are already in an adimensional form.
Since we are interested in long-wavelength perturbations,
we will use the reductive perturbation method of Taniuti
[8]. It consists basically in introducing a small parameter
e, and defining stretched coordinates through

(19)

1 Ma+ Mn' 6 (20)

We did not calculate T, and C„as they will not be neces-

where h(g, r) is another arbitrary function. At this or-
der, there appears a compatibility condition yielding
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sary in the next steps. Note that we could not write p&
and 7), explicitly in terms of h (g, r). Instead, we have a
functional relation between them.

Much in the same way, the next order will again yield a
compatibility condition, which, this time, will involve
f (g, r). Indeed, it gives us an equation for f (g, r), which,
once solved, provides a solution to the whole lowest or-
der. To obtain it, we have just to use Eq. (2) to calculate
(u2), in terms of f, h, and rl„which can be easily done.
Equation (8) is a boundary condition for (u2 ), at z = l.
Actually, it is a relation involving the functions f, h, and

g, , in which g, and h enter through the combination
[a (g, )&

—h&]. By using this relation in Eq. (19), we ob-
tain an evolution equation for f (g, r):

u =e (uo+Eu)+6 up+ ' ' ),
LD

—E (Wo+EWi +6 N2+ ' ' ),
rj=e (rlo+er), +e~rj, + . ),
8—8, =e'(8O+ e8, +e 82+ ),
C —C, =E (Co+EC, +E Cz+ . ),
s

—s, =~'Co+~pi+~'a2+

In the lowest order, the results are

uo= f (g, r), no= zf (g—,r),

S o=r)o= —f(k &»=1
(22)

(23)

1f + 1+, ffg=vf«
2Q

where

1 Ma(So —1)—Mnv= —2—
v'G 6

(21)
Z Z

3r =cr&G ———f0 2

MaC=o&G 1 — So0 s Mn

Z' Z——f2

(24)

(25)

This is the Burgers equation. Through a nonlinear
Hopf-Cole transformation it can be reduced to the linear
heat equation and, therefore, be solved [9].An interesting
solution is obtained when we take as the initial condition
a surface perturbation defined by a step function. In this
case, the asymptotic (r~ 00 ) form of the solution will be
the Taylor shock profile, given by

(26)

(27)

v'G
ni = [1—a')f + g-

a
(2&)

with f ((,r) an arbitrary function. The next order gives

z'&G
u, = [1 a)f~+g—(g, r),

w, = — [1—a }f« zg(, —z'&G

f (g, r) =A, 1 —tanh (g —Ar)
2v

where A, is a constant. The Burgers equation also
presents X-Taylor shock solutions, as well as rational
solutions.

&G 2 1 2
, [I a')f~+ g ——~f~, —

6a a G

oG 2 z z5

a 120 24

(29)

IV. THE DISPERSIVE CASK

The same procedure employed in the last section will
be reproduced here, but with 5=3 instead of 2. The cor-
responding appropriate scaling of the dependent variables
are

z
120

z' Sz

12 24 f«'

3

+ovG ———g —a o G
Z Z 2 2

2

(30)

oG
2 Ma

C, = [1—a ] 1 — So
a Mn

5

120
Z Ma Z Z

3

24 + ' Mn 6 2f +o,&G 1 — So ———g

o.,G Ma
1 — So

a Mn

ao.,o.GMa So Z
5

12D

z' Sz

12 24
(31)

1 Ma+ Mn
a =1——

G o. o,
(32)

compatibility condition that will lead to the vanishing of
the coefficient of the dissipative term:

where again g(g, r) is an arbitrary function. Equation
(32) is the compatibility condition appearing at this or-
der.

fn contrast to the dissipative case, the next order does
not give us an equation for f (g, r). Instead, it gives us a

Ma(1 —So)+Mn= —12 . (33)

This is exactly what should be expected from the coher-
ence of the reductive perturbation method. We will not
write out the full expressions for u2, m2, . . . , as they are
quite involved. A further step must be given in the per-
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turbative expansions in order to find the equation govern-
ing f (g, r). It is analogous to the dissipative case: first,
one calculates u3, from Eq. (2) and substitute it in Eq. (8),
using all the preceding results. This will lead to the equa-
tion

f,+off(+ Qfgq =0,
where

P =1+ 1

2Q

(34)

(35)

7Q

15
3

10a
1

2aB

[Ma0+Mno, —Ma So(cr+o, )],a
(36)

with a satisfying Eq. (32). Equation (34) is the well-
known Korteweg —de Vries equation, which appears in
many branches of physics when systems with weak non-
linearity and dispersion are considered. This equation
has been extensively studied by several methods [10],and
we know that it has rational, as well as ¹oliton solu-
tions. Its one-soliton solution is given by

f(g, r) = A, sech (g 4Am)— ,

where A, is a parameter characterizing f (g, O).

V. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

From the above analysis we can see that if the criticali-
ty condition, Eq. (33), holds, the evolution of the free sur-
face is governed by the KdV equation. Otherwise, it will
be governed by the Burgers equation. It should be men-
tioned, however, that the transition from the Burgers to
the KdV equation, and vice versa, is not an abrupt transi-
tion, but a smooth one. This can be seen in the following
way. First we notice that, since we are using a perturba-
tive expansion, higher-order corrections exist. For exam-
ple, in the case of the Burgers equation (5=2), the
dispersive term of KdV equation does appear as a
higher-order term, yielding actually the KdV-Burgers
equation. Far away from the criticality condition, how-
ever, the higher-order dispersive term can be neglected,
leading to the Burgers equation. On the other hand, near
enough to the criticality condition, the coefficient of the
dissipative term becomes vanishingly small, and the
higher-order dispersive term becomes important. In this
region, the KdV-Burgers equation appears as the equa-
tion governing surface excitations. When the criticality
condition is satisfied, the dissipative term vanishes, and
by choosing the appropriate value 5=3, we obtain the
KdV equation. This smooth transition is not explicit in
our approach because we have used the reductive pertur-
bation method, which compares orders in e, and the
dispersive and dissipative terms of the KdV-Burgers
equation appear in different orders. Moreover, since this
method makes use of the stretched coordinates g and r,
the order of the dispersive and dissipative terms are 5
dependent. The reader is addressed to Ref. [12] for a full
discussion of these aspects.

Let us now examine the consequences of the results ob-
tained so far. In both the KdV and Burgers equations,
the nonlinear term is the same, and is independent of the
Soret number. However, the integrability condition, Eq.
(32), must be taken into account. Clearly, since a is real,
it must hold that

Ma Mn &G. (37)

Mn

8

\

\

~F /Q
\

\

FIG. 1. Diagram on the plane Ma-Mn, showing the regions
where different evolution equations appear, for the case So=0.

When Ma/o+Mn/o, approaches 6, a goes to zero,
and the coefficient of the nonlinear term, [I+(2a) ),
goes to infinity. If Eq. (37) is not satisfied, then we would
have f =0, meaning that no long-wave instability would
be present.

We discuss now the case So=0. The sign of the
coefficient of the second derivative term in Eq. (21) is pos-
itive if (Ma+Mn) & —12, and represents dissipation. In
this case Eq. (21) is just the usual Burgers equation. How-
ever, if (Ma+ Mn) (—12, the second derivative
coefficient is negative, indicating antidissipation or self-
excitation. In this range of parameters, small perturba-
tions would grow indefinitely, but we should bear in mind
that it could not be so, as higher-order terms may possi-
bly be important in damping the instability [11]. It is
also worth pointing out that in both cases a kink solution
exists [4], but its stability depends again on higher-order
calculations. When (Ma+ Mn) = —12, we have an energy
balance, and the surface perturbations will be governed
by the KdV equation.

The situation can best be visualized in a diagram on a
MaXMn plane, as shown in Fig. 1. First of all, let us
consider the most usual case where o, &0. The full line
represents (Ma+ Mn) = —12, and the dashed one
represents the case where (Ma/cr+Mn/o, )=G. In re-
gion B, the surface perturbations are governed by the
"dissipative" Burgers equation (with So=0), and in re-
gion C by the "antidissipative" Burgers equation. On the
line separating B from C, the evolution equation of sur-
face perturbations is the KdV equation.

The two lines in Fig. 1 intercept each other at the point
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FIG. 2. Diagram on the plane Ma-Mn, showing the regions
where different evolution equations appear, for the case So & 0.

given by the coordinates

(12+o,G)cr (12+cr6)cr,Ma'=, Mn*=
CT 0' 0 t7

In the region Ma & Ma', or Mn & Mn*, it is impossible to
have the evolution governed either by the KdV or by the
dissipative Burgers equation.

We are now in a position to discuss the Soret effect. If
~

So
~

((1, no qualitative changes appear: there is only a
small departure from the initial inclination of the full line
in Fig. 1. This is the case in which the Soret effect is
small, and it is the most frequent. However, it is perfect-
ly reasonable to have a big Soret number for substances
with a large value of jt3. If So~ 1, the full line tends to be-
come parallel to the Ma axis. For So & 1, the situation is

that depicted in Fig. 2, where the regions A, B, and C
still have the same meaning as before. The interception is
at the point defined by the coordinates

(12+cr, G)cr [12+(1 S—o)oG']cr,
Ma*=,Mn* =

cr, —(1 S—o)cr
' (1—So)cr —o,

For Ma & Ma*, or Mn & Mn*, the evolution will never be
governed by the KdV equation. Yet, for Ma&Ma*, we
will never have the dissipative Burgers equation, and for
Mn & Mn', we will never have the antidissipative Burgers
as the equation governing the surface perturbations.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the surface long-wavelength in-

stability appearing in a Benard-Marangoni system acted
upon by heat and mass Auxes, in the limiting case of no
buoyancy, and taking into account the dependence of the
surface tension on both temperature and concentration
gradients. We have found that a perturbation in the free
surface is governed by the KdV equation when a certain
criticality condition is satisfied. When it is not, the
Burgers equation appears as the equation governing the
surface perturbations. In this case, the coefficient of the
dissipative term can be either positive or negative, indi-
cating dissipation or self-excitation. Finally, we have also
discussed the consequences of the Soret effect, and the
qualitative changes it may introduce.
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